Dear students,

please find below the results of the exam held on October 23rd.

a) students who want to confirm their mark can come on October 29th with the printed receipt (Infostud) at Prof. Barile’s office (third floor of the faculty), at 12:00;

b) students that won't be present (because not in Italy) on October 29th can send an email to pietro.vito@uniroma1.it and say that they accept the mark and authorize Prof. Barile to register their mark;

c) students who are not satisfied with their mark can do the written exam again, on any of the other planned dates (calendar on Infostud). They are not asked to write emails; they can simply do the exam again;

d) students that didn’t pass the exam are indicated as NC (not classified), this means that they have to do the written exam again, on any of the other planned dates (calendar on Infostud);

e) students that didn't write/don't have matricula are listed with their names and surnames;

f) the exam of Innovation and organization of companies can be done within 3 different curricula; we cannot give students answer about which one each student has to book; in case of doubts, please ask the secretary.

For any other information and/or requests, you can write to pietro.vito@uniroma1.it

FRANCESCA AMBROSIO 1657923 27
ROBERTO FORMICONE 1817880 23
AGYEMAN COLLINS 1798717 23